Interstitial PDT using diffuser fiber-investigation in phantom and in vivo models.
Photodynamic therapy (PDT) has been used for local treatment of several types of tumors. Light penetration of biological tissue is one limiting factor in PDT, decreasing the success rates of the treatment of invasive and solid tumors. In those cases, a possible solution is to use interstitial PDT, in which both diffuser optical fibers are inserted into the tumor. The uniformity of the diffuser emission plays a crucial role in planning the delivery of the appropriate light fluence and in ensuring treatment success. In this study, we characterized a diffuser optical fiber concerning its homogeneity. We showed that the diffuser emission can be inhomogeneous and that the necrosis generated by interstitial PDT using such a diffuser for illumination is asymmetrical in volume as a result. This observation has relevant consequences in achieving success in PDT and phototherapies in general, as the delivered light fluence depends on adequate previous knowledge of the irradiation profile.